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5seeds* - *clothes that growPosition 1

10.02.2021Position 2

Ronja Beckmann

Master Thesis

The master thesis “Seeds — Clothes that grow” aims to develop a new 
relationship towards matter in a digital age through clothing. The zero 
waste collection consists out of natural raw materials with seeds inside. 
Therefore, the clothes are compostable and start to grow into plants 
after they are used. Thus, these clothes as environmentally friendly as 
possible in production, and it is a disposable product that is recycled 
by the user. Through this collection the consumers become more aware 
about the material world and the processes behind fashion products. 
A website serves to convey the project and provides information in 
a decelerating way.

https://lottemue93.wixsite.com/seeds

seeds* - *clothes that grow

4 days 6 days
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3

2

The development of the clothes for this collection is inspired by the 
„Capsule Wardrobe“ principles- all clothes can be combined in any way.
Zero waste and 3D prototyping were an important part throughout the 
development, saving costs and waste materials.
The design language is reduced to a minimum - e.g. no colour, basic 
pattern shapes - to focus on the massage: The experience of natural 
processes through clothes.

1
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4
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2 natural rubber with coal pigments

4 borretsch seeds

100% european linnen fabric5

3 first skech of an outfit idea

planning process in a notebook1
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technical drawing

2 zero waste pattern making

3 3D modelling to test the pattern

4 real clothes

5 wearing 

6 composting: lets the clothes start to 
grow
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Example of combining garments: Outfit 1

jacket

top

skirt

100% organic cotton with latex

knitted loop, 100% organic cotton

100% organic cotton with latex

zero waste pattern jacket I cotton I 90 x 114

zero waste pattern top
cotton I loop 45 x 50

zero waste pattern skirt I upper cotton  I lining linen I 120 x 40
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vest

longsleeve

joggpants

100% organic cotton

100% organic cotton

100% organic linnen

zero waste pattern longsleeve I linen I 120 x 80

zero waste pattern vest
upper/filling cotton I lining linen
50 x 110

zero waste pattern joggpants I cotton I 140 x 110

Example of combining garments: Outfit 2
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1

2 industrial knitting yarn with knots

4 glitched foto of people in rush

development process: draping 5

3 knitting sample with mistakes

glitch scan of the notebook1
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05.02.2018Position 2

Ronja Beckmann

Bachelor Thesis

In a time when information growth is exponential, everything is 
more fast-moving and ephemeral. Information growth does also mean 
increasing information exchange, as well as replication of information. 
When information is exchanged and replicated, errors can occur because 
the original information cannot be reproduced correctly as soon as 
a small fraction of it is lost. Then the information mutates into 
something new. The new thing is now no duplicate of the actual original 
information. The errors, which arise during the development, are seen 
as co-players during the design process of this thesis: The unintentional 
emergence of supposed errors becomes a design element.

www.ronjabeckmann.com/quipu

quipu

quipuPosition 2

http://www.ronjabeckmann.com/quipu
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Once the app is installed on a smartphone, the user can open the 
camera and take photos. Different outfits can be placed on the 
person as live stream or on photos. The clothes can be chosen from 
a library. The clothes adapt to the body orientation because of 
different AR marker which mark different body parts, such as wrist, 
waist, shoulder, etc.
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10.03.2019Position 3

Ronja Beckmann

Masterprojekt I

#ootb is a streaming app that allows users who to stream clothes. 
The app works with artificial intelligence that recognizes certain codes. 
These codes are integrated in the #ootb-collection, and they differ 
to each body section. Therefore, the AI can place the garment at 
the right place. Using this app means that the consumption of clothes 
will become less: the user only needs the #ootb collection to stream 
every other garment ever wanted. Instead of consuming real clothes, 
the user consumes data. This streaming app will save a lot of real 
resources, because fast fashion trends do exists only virtually. That 
means that no energy will be used for fashion trends, which avoids 
a lot of textile rubbish. www.ronjabeckmann.com/ootb

#ootb

http://www.ronjabeckmann.com/ootb
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Long term the app aims to reach a shift within the fast fashion industry: Trends become 3D rendered digital clothes. 
The consumer can buy the data package of a look within seconds it has been released, without producing any emission.
Here you see how the #ootb coat would look like in the virtual “this only exists on Instagram“ edition.
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#ootb is the short version of the term “out of the blue“ which means that something is 
happening unexpected. In this case: clothes appear virtually out of nowhere. This phrase also 
fitted very well because electric blue is the main colour and serves as analogy to the popular 
hashtag ootd - outfit of the day. Similar to blue screen filming technology the blue clothes 
pop out, and therefore it is easy to differ from the background. In addition to the codes, the 
colour helps the AI to place a virtual garment a both the real one.
The codes were knitted or stitched and the patterns were developed with CAD software 
Grafis and CLO 3D.
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App shows 
how fabric 
moves

fotos are 
set as AR 

code
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10.02.2020Position 4

Ronja Beckmann

Free Project

v1.sz2.h (vom 1. sinn zur 2. haut) deals with ideas how to design a book 
where you can experience textiles in different ways. The inspirational 
source for this book was the sense of touch, which is an important, 
jet due to digitalization, forgotten sense when it comes to textiles. 
Therefore, laser cut patterns has been developed. They are presented 
in the book on transparent paper pages, as well as on photos where 
the fabrics are cut. To portray the connection to the sense of touch, 
the reader can rip each page apart and get a sight of close up photos 
from fingers and skin. In addition to the book there is an app which 
brings the fabrics alive: once you scan the photos, your smartphone 
will show you how the fabric moves. www.ronjabeckmann.com/v1sz2h

v1.sz2.h

http://www.ronjabeckmann.com/v1sz2h
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Lasercut Pattern Design. Cutted in leather and silk. Fabrics where the basis for the book 
project shown on the previous page.
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worn as
a dress
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Ronja Beckmann

Bachelorprojekt III

www.ronjabeckmann.com/ray

ray

Clothes do protect our body. But how far can we go to be protected 
by clothes? “Ray“ is an answer to this question. The lighting dress is 
a form of protection in the dark: Car drivers can see you clearly. In 
addition, light dies protect your body from cold.
Because I am always interested in developing clothes that aren‘t just 
for wearing, like any other clothes, I decided to design this dress which 
can also be used as a lamp when you are done wearing it.

stored as 
a lamp

http://www.ronjabeckmann.com/ray
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